THE NORMAL COMPLETION OF A SUBSET OF A COMPLETE LATTICE AND LATTICES OF CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS ALFRED HORN
Introduction. The normal completion of a partially ordered set C is a complete lattice C whose elements are subsets of C. However, in practice a partially ordered set C is usually given as a subset of a complete lattice B, and it seems desirable to be able to describe directly a subset of B which contains C and which is isomorphic with C. Such a construction is given in ξ 1 below. The idea of the construction is suggested by the method of formation of the normal completion itself, and is undoubtedly known. However, it does not seem to appear explicitly in the literature. In § 2 we treat the case where C is the lattice of real-valued continuous functions on a topologic space X, and B is the lattice of all real-valued functions on λ. This leads to a simple proof of a result of Dilworth [2] . In §3 we extend another result of ϋilworth in proving that for any two topologic spaces, the lattices of regular open sets are isomorphic if and only if the lattices of normal lower semicontinuous functions are isomorphic.
Notations and definitions.
If S is a subset of a partially ordered set P, then Σp (5) and Yl p (S) will be used to denote the least upper bound and the greatest lower bound of S, respectively. If S is empty, Σl p (S) is the least element of P, and Π p (5) is the greatest element of P. A subset of P will always be given the order induced by that of P. If x €1 P 9 S C P, we shall write x > S whenever x > γ for all γ in S. Two partially ordered sets P ι and P 2 are said to be isomorphic, in symbols Pj 21 P21 if there exists a function /on Pγ onto P 2 such that This implies that / is one-to-one. 
1. The normal completion of a subset of a complete lattice. Let B be a complete lattice on which are defined a "closure operation" x* and a "dual closure operation" x* with the following properties:
i) x x " < x < x* , ϋ) U*)* = **, (**)* = **, iii) x < γ->x* < y* and x* < y*.
As a simple consequence, we have iv) (((%*)*)*)* = (**)* and (((%*)*)*)* = (%*)*.
Throughout this section, Σ(S) and Π(S) will be used to denote Σ2 β (S) and
A proof of the following theorem is given in [ 1, p. 49] . We note that Λ'L C L and Λ' £/ C U, by ii). Proof. It is easy to verify by i), ii), iii), and iv) that (%*)* is a closure operation in L. By Theorem 1 it follows that NL is a complete lattice in which Σ, NL (s) = (Σ L (sn, = (Σ(sn,, Π yvL (s) = Π L (S) = Π(S),.
For the other half of the proof, we define the dual closure operation (#*)* in U, and apply Theorem 1 again. The mapping f (x) = x* is easily seen to be an isomorphism of NL onto Nil whose inverse is /"
ι (x ) = x* .
As an example, if B is the lattice of all subsets of a topologic space, and The normal completion (completion by cuts) of a partially ordered set C is a canonicalembedding of C in a complete lattice C which preserves all existing sums and products. See [ 1, p. 58] for details. Now C may be constructed as follows. If S C C, let
Then S is a closure operation in the lattice of all subsets of C. The class
£= E S (S = S)
is the normal completion of C; C is embedded in C by the mapping where S x is the class whose only member is x. Now suppose C is an arbitrary subset of B. Our aim is to describe a subset of B which is isomorphic with C. If x €1 5, we define x 0 = £ y (y C C, y < Λ: ) and x° = E γ (y £ C y y > x).
Now let
x, = Σ,{x 0 ), x-= Πu°).
It is easily verified that x* and %* are closure and dual closure operations on B. To check property ii), we need only note that if γ^ζL C, then
We also remark that
We now consider the lattices L > ί/ y NL y and /Vt/ obtained from this particular definition of x* s x*. Obviously C C Λ'L, C C /Vί/, and the following theorem shows that NL and NU are extensions of C.
* = Σ WL (S) = Σ, NU {S) and y = Π WL (S) = Π wι/ (S).
, NU {S) and
and therefore
Also since xCC and % > Σ^{S). Thus
Also, since ίCC,
* =«» = (Σ(S)*), = Σ Wί (s).
We omit the proof of the dual statement.
THEOREM 4. NL (and hence NU) is isomorphic with C.
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Proof. Let S be any subset of C. We first note that S A = Σ(S)° and that
x < Σ (S )° if and only if * < Σ (S )*. Hence
(1) S= £*(* CC, x < Σ(S)*).
It follows that
(2) Σ(s) = (Σ(s)*)*.
Thus if S = S, then Σ(S) € NL .
We now define a mapping φ oί C onto Λ/L bŷ
.(s) = Σ(s).
c/ί > is onto NL because
and by ( 2 ),
Finally if S C T C C, then φ(S) <φ(T), while by (1 ), φ(S) < φ(T)->S = E x (x€C, x <φ(S)*) cE x (xCC, x<φ{T)*)= T.
Using Theorem 4, we can show that C may be characterized as follows: Let A be a complete lattice which contains a subset D isomorphic with C and such that, for any S C D, whenever Σ, D (S) or ll^(S) exists then it is equal to Σ* A (S) or Π4 (5) . If no proper subset of A which contains D is a complete lattice, then A is isomorphic with C.
As applications of Theorem 4 we have the following examples. If C is the class of open and closed subsets of a zero-dimensional space Z, then C is isomorphic with the lattice of regular open sets of Z. For it is easily seen that if x is any subset of Z, then x* =z Cx, and x^ = <Stac.
If C is a class of subsets of a set /4 which contains all one-point subsets and their complements, then C is isomorphic with the lattice of all subsets of A. For x = x^ = x* whenever x C A. Our main application is given in the next section. 
Proof. Let x l9
, x n be elements of L. Then The lattice operations in the class NL are described in Theorem 3. It is easily seen that the hypotheses of Theorem 5 are satisfied in the present case.
It follows that the greatest lower bound of a finite family of L functions is also an L function, and that the same is true of NL.
We now investigate the relations between the classes LS, NLS, L, and NL.
We shall not state, but shall feel free to use, the duals of the next theorems. This contradiction completes the proof.
COROLLARY. If X is completely regular then C c? I\LS.
We now obtain two characterizations of the class NLS.
LEMMA. For any f £ B and any finite λ,
Proof. We have
THEOREM 9. If f€.LS, then fCNLS if and only if E(f > λ) is an intersection of regular open sets for each finite λ [2]
by the Lemma. The result now follows from the fact that /"" £1 US.
Conversely, if f ζlLS, and E' (/ > λ) is an intersection of regular open sets
for each finite λ, we have
for some x Then for some neighborhood A of x we have inf f~(γ) > λ. Other characterizations of NES are given in [2, Theorem 3.1] , and in Theorem 14 below.
We now define C t as the class of finite real-valued continuous functions on X, and C 2 as the class of bounded real-valued continuous functions on X, and investigate the normal completions of these lattices. We shall use oc to denote the function which is identically oc, and similarly for -oc THEOREM 11. Eet M be the lattice consisting of all NES functions which are bounded above and below by members of C t together with the functions 00, -oc. If X is completely regular, then C t ^ M.
Proof. We shall say that a function is dominated above or below if it is bounded above or below by a member of C 1# Let / , /* be defined as in v 1, where C\ is used instead of C. We first note that if / is dominated above, then f* = f~~ and both are dominated above. Indeed, if / < h ζl C l9 then g>f, g ecS= Γ> by the dual of Theorem 8. On the other hand, if f° = 0, then /* = oc.
Now the normal completion of C ι is isomorphic with
NL ί = E f (f = (/*)*).
If / is a finite-valued member of ill, then f* -f~~ is dominated above and below. Hence /* = /"", and /* is dominated above. Also /"" is dominated below, for otherwise /= (/-), =-cc.
Therefore and / C Λ/.
In a similar manner we can prove:
THEOREM 12. //Z is completely regular, then C 2 is isomorphic with the lattice consisting of all bounded NLS functions together with the functions oc, -oo [2] .
We now prove a theorem of Stone [5] and Nakano [4] .
THEOREM 13. If X is extremally disconnected, then C is complete. If C is complete and X is completely regular, then X is extremally disconnected.
Proof. Suppose X is extremally disconnected. Then by the lemma preceeding Theorem 9, Proof Suppose / G NLS. Let
fCus-^f__Cus -+LCC
Theorem 10 shows that Xχ G R, and the proof of that theorem shows that iii) holds. Since i) is obvious, it remains to prove ii). Suppose λ < /(p) Then
On 
By Theorem 14, Tf €1 NLS (Y). We now show that T is an isomorphic mapping oϊNLS(X) onto yVL5(Y). If/, g €NLS(X)
, let
Clearly,
for every λ, and therefore Tf > Tg, Using Theorem 14, iii) twice, we have This shows that 7/= F.
If Z is the representation space of R(X), then NLS (Z) = C(Z)
by Theorem 13 and the corollary to Theorem 8.
Now suppose NLS(X) 2i NLS (Y).
Let Z γ and Z 2 be the representation spaces of R (X ) and R ( Y ), respectively. Then A theorem of Kaplansky [3] shows that Z ι is homeomorphic with Z 2 . This implies that and the proof is complete.
In Theorem 14, it is easily seen that / is bounded if and only if X\ = 0 for all λ outside some finite interval. It follows from the proof of Theorem 15 that the bounded NLS functions on λ are isomorphic with those on Y if and only if
NLS{X) -NLS(Y).
The same is not true of the finite valued NLS functions. If
R(X)
~ R(Y), all we can say is that the classes of NLS functions / on X and Y, respectively, which are such that £ (|/| = oc) is nowhere dense, are isomorphic. This follows from the fact that E (f = oo) is nowhere dense if and only if
and E (f = -cc) is nowhere dense if and only if Σ, R x λ = X or Y.
The following theorem gives a corresponding result for the lattices of continuous functions. We recall that C 2 (X) denotes the lattice of bounded realvalued continuous functions on X. carrier C(X') into C 2 {X'). We use this to extend members of C(X'). Thus
C(βX') ~ C(X').
Combining these facts, we have
C(X) g: C(Y) «-» C(X') g, C(Y') «-»• C(βX') ~ C(βY')
+^> βX' is homeomorphic with βY'
